
26   ginnungagap   
  and the 5 elements (höfuðskepnur) 
 

   
 

 * do scientists, who talk a lot about (/do research on) Big Bang  
know what is unending and eternal? 

 * do they only know what happened 

but not what was before, and not what is after ragnarök, and all the time? 
 

would it not be great fun for all scientists to know  
that which the physicists Maharishi Mahes Yogi and John Hagelin know,  
that which Albert Einstein knew to be there somewhere, but he could not 

measure/not find to prove its being there? 
 

 * who is responsible for mind’s thoughts? 
 * who are the 5 höfuðskepnur /elements/the “main created”? 
 
note that skepna in Icelandic means an animal, plural skepnur (animals, beasts); 
perhaps therefore men pictured the höfuðskepnur (elements) as animals? 

 
for thousands of years it has been known that they are 5 

(up to recently modern scientists knew only 4,  
then “discovered” the first one (akash/space),  

to their great delight and pride, to find out that they are 5) 

 

 * do you know that each one of the höfuðskepnur/elements  
  has her certain Gungnis-frequency? 

 * do you know that it is known in the tiniest forms of creation? 
 * would you hear these frequencies 
    when you look at the horned Ymis-“animals”/”created”  

   for example those on the Gundestrup couldron? 
 

note that ek, the I, individualized consciousness, very subtle, first to become, 
connects to Earth-element, the last to become  -  a kind of looping of the 8 

split-ups in creation 

 
 * to imbibe the precious mead of wisdom -  is that a main issue in 

 Heathenry? 

 * have teachers and scholars taught you?  
   * do they understand as to be able to teach you? 

 
 ginnungagap is all, is all there is, that which scientists call The Void 

or even The Nothingness 



 * how does physics explain The Gap? 

 * how does philosophy explain The Gap? 
 * how does forni siður explain The Gap? 

 
The Unified Field of Total Natural Law is tívatún, ragnasjöt, abode of all gods 

abode of vishwedeva, the panþon 

 * do we here have the mother-board of the universe  
these immensely powerful impulses of creation and perfect order? 

 * if yes, then what are our gods? 

 
múspell is in Nilfheimur, nifl is in Múspellsheimur, in equilibrium, 

they are two, implying duality, and duality always is the cause of fear 
which in turn keeps them in suspension 
 

 * what do teachers, parents, grandparents, scholars, these religious 
  institutions (terribly expensive, run by tax-payers money) 

 know, and teach us, about the spiritual aspect of our existence? 
 * try to explain concepts like: 
  psycho-somatic  

(i.e. connection of soul or mind and physiology,  
whatever soul and mind is thought to be here in this subject) 

  spiritual 
  psychic 

 bing Wikiped: A psychic is a person who claims to have an ability to perceive  
information hidden from the normal senses through extrasensory perception (ESP),  

or who is said by others to have such abilities. The word "psychic" is 
 also used to describe theatrical performers, such as stage magicians,...... 

  and somehow foggy concepts like supernatural 
   (but I doubt that you can explain these concepts thoroughly ) 

 

 * did our forefathers long ago possess knowledge  
   which we nowadays do not have/hardly understand? 

 * is our forefathers’ science of consciousness now rediscovered  
and explained for us in Óðsmál? 

 * is our forefathers’ science of life 

in many ways more advanced than nowadays science in this field? 
 * are scientists now “discovering” many things  

  which have been in the Veda for thousands of years? 
 * do some men understand the cycles of yuga,  
  ancient golden ages and knowledge 

  but some others not?   
 * compare linear time to cycles 
   note: linear time adherents could say:   
   all was (has been hitherto) primitive, dark ages,  

but all is now becoming evolved  
for the first time in history 

--this is how the linear-time world-view sees it, not counting for cycles-- 
 

note: dark and primitive here means:  
no understanding of science, all superstition, fear of the unknown,  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_%28illusion%29


fear of phenomena like eclipses, fear at winter-solstice of the sun not resurrecting; 
linear time claim modern times the only to give understanding,  
modern man the only to understand and have science 

 

 * do our senses perceive -  and which one which - 
  Gjallarhorns-sound,  
  Hræsvelgur (air/wind personified),  

  Hrímnir (fire personified),  

  Viddi (sea personified),  

  Hlóðyn (earth personified)? 

 * what do our senses not perceive? 
 * what is Ymir  - of whom our visible universe is made? 

 * does our forefathers’ description of the making of a universe stand  
crucial investigation and critical comparison to modern theories? 

 

 
vibrational modes of the five elements   ©Dr.John Hagelin, physicist 

 
 * how does our primordial life-giving cow Auðumbla come to be? 

(note: pronoune ´Euth-eumbla, not au-Dumbla, please!) 

 * does Auðumbla imply  

that life simply is, has always been and will always be? 
 
 

Skræðan  ginnungagap and the 5 elements is available on amazon  here 

 
Listen to the book on Youtube here 
 

http://www.amazon.com/%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l-bairns-ginnungagap-elements-Volume/dp/9935467260/ref=sr_1_27?ie=UTF8&qid=1403105088&sr=8-27&keywords=%C3%93%C3%B0sm%C3%A1l+for+bairns
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdN_ggS5_rw&index=26&list=PLx4mHtocTUwAOewesWqA40Rm1U0owsJJq

